Animals actively acquire sensory information from the outside world, with rodents sniffing to smell and whisking to feel. Licking, a rapid motor sequence used for gustation, serves as the primary means of controlling stimulus access to taste receptors in the mouth. Using a novel taste-quality discrimination task in head-restrained mice, we measured and compared reaction times to four basic taste qualities (salt, sour, sweet, and bitter) and found that certain taste qualities are perceived inherently faster than others, driven by the precise biomechanics of licking and functional organization of the peripheral gustatory system. The minimum time required for accurate perception was strongly dependent on taste quality, ranging from the sensory-motor limits of a single lick (salt, ϳ100 ms) to several sampling cycles (bitter, Ͼ500 ms). Further, disruption of sensory input from the anterior tongue significantly impaired the speed of perception of some taste qualities, with little effect on others. Overall, our results show that active sensing may play an important role in shaping the timing of taste-quality representations and perception in the gustatory system.
Introduction
Animals acquire information about their environment through active sensing. Rodents use rapid stereotyped behaviors such as sniffing and whisking to sample olfactory and tactile stimuli, with neural activity in these systems precisely aligned to the cycles of sampling behavior (Hill et al., 2011; Shusterman et al., 2011; Wachowiak, 2011) . In the gustatory system, taste stimuli are sensed through the active process of licking, a rapid and stereotyped behavior that is the gustatory analog of sniffing in olfaction (Travers et al., 1997) . During licking, taste stimuli are actively pulled into the mouth by the animal, creating a natural and sequential flow of information beginning from the tip of the tongue and following throughout the oral cavity (Reis et al., 2010) . Although a prerequisite for tasting, the role of licking in shaping sensory processing in the gustatory system is poorly understood due in part to the use of a variety of experimental methods for delivering liquid taste stimuli that circumvent or alter the natural sequence of events associated with licking and active sensing (Katz et al., 2002b; MacDonald et al., 2009 ). Injection of liquid stimuli into the mouth of alert animals via intra-oral cannulas (IOCs) or pressurized lick spouts provides a rapid and reliable method of stimulus delivery for studying taste coding and perception. However, pressurized lick spouts and IOCs add a degree of passivity into the active process of tasting, potentially obscuring important aspects of gustatory sensory processing. Unlike other sensory systems that transmit information from the receptor organ to the brain through a single nerve, neural information about taste is brought into the brain by three separate nerves with anatomically and functionally distinct receptive fields (Shingai and Beidler, 1985; Spector and Travers, 2005; Spector and Glendinning, 2009 ). Therefore, passive stimulation could significantly affect the temporal sequence of receptive field activation and the downstream processing of taste information leading to perception. In the present study, we sought to understand the impact of active sensing on the timing of taste-quality perception in mice. Compared with previous studies measuring the speed of tastequality perception, our goal was to move beyond simply answering the question, "how fast is taste?" (Halpern and Tapper, 1971; Weiss and Di Lorenzo, 2012; Perez et al., 2013 ). Rather, we tested to determine whether specific taste qualities are perceived inherently faster than others during active sensing. Observing differences in the timing of perception of different taste qualities requires a task that has sufficient temporal resolution for measuring taste-guided decisions. To this end, we developed a novel taste-quality discrimination paradigm in head-restrained mice that enabled us to measure reaction times at the sensory-motor limits of a single lick under conditions mimicking fully active sampling behavior without pressurized delivery of stimuli. We found substantial differences in the timing of perception among basic taste qualities, forming a hierarchy of quality-specific temporal signatures. We also show here that the functional organization of the peripheral gustatory system, combined with licking, may provide a key mechanism in generating quality-specific differences in the timing of perception.
Materials and Methods
Subjects. Adult (Ն20 g) female mice were used for all experiments. C57BL/6 mice (n ϭ 10) were obtained from Charles River Laboratories. P2X2/X3 knock-out transgenic mice (n ϭ 2) were received from Dr.
Debra Cockayne (Hoffmann-La Roche, Nutley, NJ) and bred in-house. All mice were kept on a 12:12 light:dark cycle and given ad libitum access to water and rodent chow before behavioral training. We used separate groups of mice for the detection and discrimination versions of the stopsignal task (n ϭ 3 for each group). For control experiments, to determine the exclusive use of taste for task performance, we used C57BL/6 (n ϭ 2) and P2X2/X3 knock-out mice (n ϭ 2). For bilateral chorda tympani transection experiments, we used the same mice (n ϭ 3) trained in the detection version of the stop-signal task, as well as separate sham surgery control animals (n ϭ 2). All methods used were approved by the University of Virginia Animal Care and Use Committee and conformed to National Institutes of Health's Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.
Head-plate surgery and water scheduling. Mice were anesthetized with isoflurane (5% induction, 1.5% throughout surgery) with surgical depth of anesthesia checked by lack of a reflex to light toe pinch. Body temperature was maintained at 37°C with a water heating pad. Mice were placed in a stereotaxic holder using a snout frame and a local injection of buprenorphine was made into the scalp. The skull was exposed with a small incision to the scalp and positioned so the dorsal surface of the skull and suture landmarks (bregma and lambda) were flat and even. A lightweight (ϳ0.5 g) head plate was affixed to the skull using photo-curing bonding agent and dental cement. After surgery, mice were placed back in their home cages and monitored until they were mobile and resumed normal activity, typically in Յ30 min. After 48 h of recovery from head-plate surgery, water bottles were taken out of the cages and mice were placed on a 1.5 ml/d water restriction schedule. Mice received 1.5 ml of water dispensed with a pipette in a small, custom-made stainless steel bowl ϳ1-3 h after lights on for 7-10 d. Body weight was monitored daily and supplemental water was given as necessary to ensure that mice maintained Ն85% of their presurgical bodyweight.
Task apparatus. Mice were placed on a raised aluminum platform covered with a square piece of aluminum foil and a paper towel lightly dampened with tap water to ground the animal for lick monitoring with the lickometer (Fig. 1a) . The head plate was locked into a c-clamp (Siskiyou) attached to a rigid metal post anchored to the table with a magnet (Thorlabs). The body of the animal was covered with a custom-cut halfpipe of PVC tubing that provided a protective environment without stressful constriction. Each mouse was positioned in a comfortable crouching position and the multibarrel lick spout was adjusted to individual height. The lick spout consisted of five stainless steel hypodermic tubes (25 gauge) cemented together with photo-curing dental cement (Fig. 1a) . All five tubes were positioned in parallel and aligned with dental cement carefully shaped to encase the tips without covering them, creat- Figure 1 . Gustatory stop-signal task in head-restrained mice. a, Schematic of the apparatus for the gustatory stop-signal task. Inset shows the custom-made multibarrel lick spout with the individual barrels aligned and encased in dental cement to form a small well capable of holding ϳ2 l of preformed stimuli. A fan above the lick spout is used to eliminate any potential olfactory cues from the taste stimuli. A small air-puff valve is placed near the whiskers for task reinforcement during stop-trial errors. b, Schematic of the general structure of the gustatory stop-signal task. Before moving into licking position, an ϳ2 l stimulus is preformed in the well of the lick spout tip. After moving into lick position, a brief tone is played to alert mice that a trial has begun. After the tone, mice have 3 s to decide to participate in a trial by initiating licking; otherwise, the lick spout retracts and is cleaned with a 20 s time-out period ensuing. After the first lick is registered on a trial, mice enter a 700 ms decision phase (light gray box) during which they must choose to continue or stop licking the lick spout depending on the stimulus quality (see Table 1 for stop and no-stop stimuli). Mice then enter a reward/punishment phase (dark gray box) depending on the trial type and performance during the preceding decision phase. c, Specific trial types and outcomes of the gustatory stop-signal task. Trial types are separated into stop and no-stop, with correct and error outcomes for both types. On correct-stop trials, mice must stop licking before reaching six licks after stimulus contact to avoid punishment. On stop-trial errors, mice fail to stop licking and reach at least six licks in the decision phase, causing a light air puff to the whiskers, spout retraction, and a 20 s time-out punishment. On correct no-stop trials, mice must reach Ն6 licks in the 700 ms decision phase to then move into the reward phase during which they must execute an additional 2 licks in 500 ms (8 licks total) to receive an extra ϳ2 l drop of sucrose for consumption. On no-stop trial errors, mice fail to reach six licks in the 700 ms decision phase, causing spout retraction and a 20 s time-out punishment. d, Raster plot of licks during a full example session in a well trained mouse, with trial type and outcome aligned to each trial. To see the difference in behavior during different trial types clearly, the first 100 correct stop and no-stop trials were plotted separately, with each trial aligned by the first lick. Note the clear change in licking behavior during stop trials and the consistent unabated licking during correct no-stop trials.
ing a small central well at the bottom of the lick spout. Fluid in each barrel was controlled by separate solenoid valves driven by an eight-valve controller (Automate Scientific). Fluid reservoirs and solenoid valves were placed outside of the Faraday cage enclosure of the behavior apparatus inside a grounded sound attenuation chamber. Liquid stimuli were propelled by gravity flow, with the final stimulus volume in the well of the lick spout determined by the adjustable height of the reservoir and timing of solenoid valve opening. Approximately 2 l was used as a stimulus volume on all trials for each taste stimulus and sucrose reward because this approximates the volume consumed by a mouse in a single lick. Consistent ϳ2 l volumes of stimulus and reward delivery were verified before each session. We used the junction-potential method of monitoring licking, which provides a direct measurement of tongue contact with the stimulus with high signal-to-noise ratio, no amplification, and no current injection, eliminating any potential "electric taste" artifacts (Hayar et al., 2006) . A split BNC cable was sent to a digitizer for lick data collection during task performance. The core of the BNC cable was attached to a small wire wrapped around the cemented barrels of the lick spout and the shell of the BNC cable was attached to the aluminum foil square on the animal's platform. Lick-spout position was controlled via a motorized linear stage (Zaber Technologies). The lick spout was positioned in a no-lick position ϳ6 mm away from the animal's mouth and then moved into a comfortable lick position just in front of the animal's mouth at the beginning of each trial. Total movement time of the lick spout for each trial was 250 ms, which helped to ensure that mice did not begin drinking from the spout before it was in its final drinking position on each trial. A separate motorized linear stage controlled an aspiration needle positioned below the well of the lick spout for cleaning the well between trials. A small computer fan was positioned above the lick spout to minimize any olfactory cues arising from the preformed pools of liquid stimuli (Fig. 1a) . Speakers inside the Faraday cage delivered constant background white noise to filter out valve clicks and a brief auditory cue (2 kHz tone) for the start of each trial. A small, 20 gauge stainless steel tube connected to ϳ10 psi air pressure was positioned near the animal's whiskers to serve as a puffer valve to deliver air puffs on stop trial errors to reinforce the stop-signal task structure. The behavioral apparatus was controlled by custom-written routines in LabVIEW.
Head restraint adaptation and sucrose training. Mice were adapted to head restraint and drinking from the moveable lick spout over 7-14 d with sessions of increasing duration until they would sit comfortably for ϳ1 h and drink from the lick spout consistently for 150 -200 trials (Fig.  1) . On the first day of training, mice were not given any water before being put in the apparatus to maximize motivation for drinking from the lick spout. No water was given after training sessions to encourage mice to consume all of their daily fluids during the task. During this training phase, mice received 300 mM sucrose as a taste stimulus and reward. A ϳ2 l drop of sucrose was preformed on the spout for each trial, with an additional ϳ2 l drop of sucrose delivered after mice licked the spout 8 times. No temporal constraints were placed on licking to receive the reward, allowing mice to freely lick at whatever rate they chose. This enabled us to observe baseline sampling behavior without any potential affects due to the stop-signal task structure (see next section). Because of the water restriction and palatability of 300 mM sucrose, mice typically performed 150 -200 trials during their first training session. Over the following 10 -14 d, we gave mice gradually increasing amounts of presession water, in 0.25 ml increments, ϳ1 h before their daily training session until they performed Ͻ150 trials in an ϳ1 h session. Once reaching this point, presession water was dropped by 0.25 ml increments until mice began consistently performing 150 -200 trials again. This final amount of presession water, which ranged between 0.5 and 2 ml for each animal, was then given ϳ1 h before all further sessions, including during the gustatory stop-signal task (see next section). This ensured that mice were at their most satiated state while still being sufficiently motivated to perform ϳ200 trials in a given session.
Gustatory stop-signal task structure. To quantify the speed of tastequality identification, we designed a novel reaction-time taste-quality discrimination paradigm using our head-restraint behavioral apparatus (Fig. 1b) . The general task structure is as follows. At the beginning of each trial and before lick spout movement, an ϳ2 l stimulus was preformed inside the well at the tip of the lick spout. The spout was then rapidly moved into lick position with a brief auditory cue playing at the end of movement to alert the animal that a trial had begun. After the auditory cue, mice were given 3 s to choose to participate in the trial by initiating licking. If mice failed to initiate a lick within the 3 s interval, the lick spout retracted and animals were given a 20 s time-out. When the first lick was registered, mice entered a 700 ms decision phase during which they were required to decide to continue licking or stop licking within six licks, depending on the stimulus quality signaling different trial types (Fig. 1b) . Specific trial types and outcomes were as follows. No-stop trials required mice to maintain licking during the decision phase (Fig. 1c) . On correct no-stop trials, mice had to reach at least six licks within the 700 ms decision phase to then enter the reward phase. During the reward phase, mice were required to make an additional 2 licks within 500 ms to then receive an ϳ2 l drop of sucrose reward from the lick spout. Upon reward delivery, mice were given 1.5 s to consume the reward before lick spout retraction. On error no-stop trials, mice failed to reach six licks during the decision phase, causing lick-spout retraction and a 20 s timeout punishment (Fig. 1c) . Stop trials required mice to stop licking during the decision phase. On correct-stop trials, mice stopped or paused their licking sufficiently before reaching six licks in the decision phase, the lick spout retracted, and the next trial began without delay. On error-stop trials, mice failed to stop licking before six licks, causing a brief air puff (10 psi) to the whiskers to reinforce the task structure, lick spout retraction, and a 20 s time-out punishment. To ensure that stopping behavior during correct-stop trials represented true decisions and not pausing, which could occur with animal licking, we chose the parameters of the decision phase (6 licks in 700 ms) to closely match the maximum lick rate mice naturally sampled during sucrose training (9 -10 Hz). Therefore, to get no-stop trials correct, mice had to maintain close to their maximum natural lick rate. We found that, throughout all behavior experiments with this task structure, mice maintained their naturally fast (9 -10 Hz) and low-variability licking behavior (i.e., no pausing; Fig. 1d ). Mice were given 5-7 d to learn the initial task structure with 100 mM NaCl as a stop stimulus and 300 mM sucrose or water used as no-stop stimuli for discrimination and detection tasks, respectively. When switching to a new stop stimulus quality (i.e., sour or bitter), mice were given 2-3 d to become familiar with the new stimulus quality and then 2-3 d of testing for analysis.
Reaction-time estimation. We relied on the cessation of action to estimate when mice made a decision about a taste stimulus during correctstop trials. An estimation of reaction time on correct-stop trials was calculated as the interval between the beginning of the first lick and the beginning of the estimated first absent lick (see Fig. 3d for an example). The first absent lick was estimated using the average interlick interval (ILI) across all correct no-stop trials for all animals and sessions (62 Ϯ 1.2 ms, mean Ϯ SEM). Because licking during the decision phase of correct no-stop trials had low variability (see distribution of ILIs in Fig. 3c ), we could confidently predict when the next lick would have occurred during a correct-stop trial.
Taste stimuli. Taste stimuli were prepared daily using distilled water. For discrimination tasks, stimuli were as follows (in mM): no-stop, 300 and 100 sucrose; stop, 50 and 100 NaCl, 10 and 20 citric acid (CA), 1 and 2 quinine hydrochloric acid (QHCl). The same stop stimuli were used in the detection versions of the task, with distilled water used as the no-stop stimulus. For experiments to determine whether mice could use the lack of sucrose during stop trials as a discriminatory cue, we used distilled water as a stop stimulus and 300 mM sucrose as the no-stop stimulus. Concentrations were chosen to match the relative intensities of each quality. The concentrations used in this study also represent the most commonly used stimuli in studying the gustatory system in awake behaving rodents, allowing our results to be compared directly with previous work.
Brief-access testing with head-restrained mice. To estimate the time course required for mice to respond behaviorally to bitter taste stimuli, we developed a brief-access test for head-restrained mice using the same apparatus and head restraint described for the gustatory-stop signal task. Mice were kept on the same water schedule used for the stop-signal task. Instead of a 700 ms decision phase, mice were given 3 s to drink from the lick spout after initiating licking. Each recorded lick delivered an ϳ2 l drop of stimulus in addition to the preformed stimulus before spout movement. We relied on the naturally aversive nature of the bitter stimuli used to drive changes in licking. Stimuli were 0.1, 1, and 2 mM QHCl. During each session, water and a single concentration of quinine were used. Water and quinine were presented in a pseudorandom order. When mice no longer reached Ն15 licks during water trials, they were considered satiated and the session was terminated. To measure changes in lick behavior to increasing concentrations of quinine across sessions, we counted the number of licks during the 3 s of licking for water and a given concentration of quinine and plotted them as a ratio (quinine/ water). Data are plotted as mean Ϯ SEM, with significant differences determined by Student's t test ( p Յ 0.5). To estimate the average time for mice to detect the presence of quinine, we calculated the lick rate for water and the given concentration of quinine in 250 ms nonoverlapping windows using the first window with a significant divergence as the time of perception.
Chorda tympani transections. The three wild-type C57BL/6 mice trained in the detection version of the stop-signal task were used as subjects for the chorda tympani transection (CTx) experiments. Two days before CTx surgery, mice were taken off of the stop-signal task water schedule and given ad libitum access to water to fully hydrate themselves. Mice were sedated with an intramuscular injection of 0.32 mg/kg Domitor (medetomidine hydrochloride; Pfizer Animal Health) and anesthetized intramuscularly with 40 mg/kg Ketaset (ketamine hydrochloride; Fort Dodge Animal Health). Body temperature was maintained with a water-circulating heating pad. After positioning in a nontraumatic head holder, a ventral approach was taken to expose and cut the chorda tympani nerve. After both nerves were cut, the incision was closed with sutures and an intramuscular injection of 1.6 mg/kg Antisedan (atipamezole hydrocholoride; Pfizer Animal Health) was given to reverse anesthesia. For sham animals, the same surgical approach was taken with the exception that the nerves were not sectioned.
Data analysis. Lick data were digitized at 1 kHz sampling frequency with an eight-channel digitizer (PowerLab; AD Instruments). We simultaneously measured the analog output of the eight-valve solenoid controller as a marker of stimulus and trial type. For comparing taste-quality discrimination and detection speeds, we used data from two to three sessions for each animal for each taste quality tested (ϳ600 -800 trials total for each taste quality). To ensure that mice were at similar motivational states for reaction-time measurements, we measured ( post hoc) the fraction of no-stop trials mice performed correctly in rolling 10 trial windows. Once mice fell below 80% correct no-stop trials, they were deemed satiated and further trials in a given session were removed from further analysis. Only sessions in which mice performed a minimum of 100 trials after normalizing for changes in motivation were used for analysis. Data processing, lick measurements, and statistical analysis were conducted using custom-written routines in LabVIEW and OriginPro. Task performance is presented as a fraction of correct trials. Data are plotted as mean Ϯ SEM, with statistical significance determined at p Ͻ 0.05 using Student's t test and one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni correction. Given that our reaction-time distributions were typically not normally distributed, we also conducted Kolmogorov-Smirnoff tests to establish statistical significance for differences in reaction-time distributions among taste qualities. The conclusions were identical to those presented using standard Student's t tests of the means and one-way ANOVA testing.
Results
To study the speed of taste-quality perception in mice during active sampling, we developed a taste-quality perceptual decision-making task in head-restrained freely licking mice based on a modified stop-signal paradigm. The design of the task differs in several ways from extant rodent taste perception paradigms. Importantly, the head restraint and task apparatus allowed us to measure taste-quality-based decisions with high temporal resolution and to avoid pressurized delivery of taste stimuli. Using a multibarrel lick spout mounted on a motorized linear stage allowed us to use preformed ϳ2 l pools of liquid stimuli for sampling, recreating the natural and fully active process of mice pulling liquid stimuli into their oral cavity during licking (Fig.  1a) . A single ϳ2 l stimulus was used because it approximates the amount consumed by a mouse with a single lick (Hayar et al., 2006) . Before training in the stop-signal task, mice were adapted to head restraint and drinking from the moveable lick spout using ϳ2 l preformed pools of sucrose with no timing requirements on licking behavior. This allowed us to measure sampling behavior in motivated head-restrained mice without the influence of the experimental task structure. We found that mice sat comfortably for up to 1.5 h and naturally licked at a frequency of 9 -10 Hz in a highly stereotyped fashion, similar to other studies (Glendinning et al., 2002; Hayar et al., 2006; Johnson et al., 2010) . After 7-10 d of sucrose training, mice then began training in the stopsignal task. The general structure of the stop-signal task and specific trial types are shown in Figure 1 , b and c. Trial types were segregated into stop or no-stop types, depending on the stimulus quality presented for sampling, with correct and error outcomes for each trial type. Mice received a single preformed ϳ2 l stimulus for sampling on each trial. After contacting the ϳ2 l pool of preformed stimulus with their first lick, mice had 700 ms and five licks to decide to either continue licking the dry spout without any significant pausing (no-stop stimulus) to receive a reward or to completely stop licking within five licks (stop stimulus) to avoid punishment (Fig. 1) . Because stop stimuli ranged in palatability (appetitive to aversive) and concentration, stopping behavior on correct-stop trials was based on taste-quality identification, not innate preferences or stimulus intensity (see Fig. 4 ). We used stopping behavior on correct-stop trials as a measure of reaction time for the specific taste quality used as the stop stimulus during a given session (see Fig. 3d and Materials and Methods). An example session, split into the first 100 correct stop and correct no-stop trials in a well trained mouse, is shown in Figure 1d .
Gustatory stop-signal task is learned rapidly and requires taste
Mice were first trained to distinguish 100 mM NaCl from 300 mM sucrose, which are both palatable taste stimuli (Glendinning et al., 2002; Grobe and Spector, 2008) . Mice quickly learned to stop licking when sampling 100 mM NaCl within the decision phase of stop trials, with all mice reaching well above chance levels of performance during their first training session (Fig. 2a,b) . After reaching a learning criterion of 80% correct performance, multiple concentrations of each taste quality were used in the following sessions to minimize stimulus intensity as a discriminatory cue (Spector et al., 1996; St John and Spector, 1998; Dotson and Spector, 2007). Even with minimized intensity cues, mice quickly reached 85-95% performance levels (Fig. 2b) . To rule out the use of nongustatory cues for stop-signal task performance, we conducted control experiments with wild-type and transgenic "tasteblind" P2X2/X3 knock-out mice (Finger et al., 2005) . As a control for the taste of salt, wild-type mice were initially trained in a salt-detection version of the task in which the no-stop stimulus was water and the stop stimulus was 100 mM NaCl. After reaching Ͼ80% correct performance levels for 3-4 d in a row, these mice were tested in the same task but with 20 M amiloride added to the stimulus solutions to block sodium taste transduction in taste receptor cells (Heck et al., 1984; Hill et al., 1990; Chandrashekar et al., 2010; Oka et al., 2013) . Amiloride dropped performance levels in mice to chance levels, demonstrating that mice required the taste of salt to perform the task (Fig. 2c) . To test the potential use of nongustatory cues for the remaining taste qualities in the study, taste-blind P2X2/X3 double knock-out mice were trained to discriminate sucrose from citric acid and quinine. Even with extended training, P2X2/X3 double knock-out mice were unable to reach significantly above chance levels, further demonstrating that taste is required for performing the stop-signal task (Fig. 2d) .
Sampling behavior is not disrupted by the stop-signal task
To ensure that the stop-signal task did not disrupt normal sampling behavior, we compared licking during correct no-stop trials in the stop-signal task with licking during sucrose training in the same animals. We measured the lick durations (LDs) and ILIs (ILI) of the first five licks for each trial, representing the decision phase of the stop-signal task. We found that licking behavior during correct no-stop trials was nearly identical to sucrose training (Fig. 3a) , with distributions of LDs and ILIs for both conditions largely overlapping (Fig. 3b,c) . Most importantly, we did not observe any long pauses or increases in variability in ILIs during the decision phase of correct no-stop trials, which would have manifested as a broadening of the distribution and made interpretation of correct-stop trials difficult. This result, combined with the overall low rate of no-stop trial errors (1.7 Ϯ 0.4%, mean Ϯ SEM), strongly suggests that mice began each trial during the stop-signal task as a no-stop trial, launching into their natural licking behavior and stopping only when they had identified the stop stimulus. The low vari- indicates 50% chance performance level. b, Performance in gustatory stop-signal task across sessions for mice (n ϭ 3) discriminating 100 mM NaCl (stop stimulus) from 300 mM sucrose (no-stop stimulus). Data are plotted as mean Ϯ SEM. Note that each animal reached well above chance levels of performance during the first session. After performing above learning criterion (80% correct trials), the task was made more difficult by adding multiple concentrations of NaCl and sucrose for mice to discriminate (asterisk), minimizing intensity differences as a discriminatory cue. NaCl concentrations were 100 and 50 mM and sucrose concentrations were 300 and 100 mM. Dashed line indicates 50% chance performance level. c, Performance of control mice (n ϭ 2) in detecting 100 mM NaCl from distilled water in stop-signal task with and without 20 M amiloride added to the solutions. Data are plotted as mean Ϯ SEM. After 3 straight days of Ն80% correct performance, amiloride was added to the stimulus solutions and caused performance to drop to 50% chance levels, demonstrating that mice required the taste of salt to perform the NaCl detection stop-signal task. d, Performance in stop-signal task (mean Ϯ SEM) across multiple sessions for taste-blind transgenic P2X2/X3 double knock-out mice (n ϭ 2) with all other taste stimuli used in this study. Even with extended training, P2X2/X3 double knock-out mice could not discriminate between sour, bitter, or sweet taste stimuli above 50% chance levels, indicating that taste sensation is required for learning and performing at high levels of accuracy in the gustatory stop-signal task. Stimuli were 10 and 20 mM citric acid (CA), 1 and 2 mM QHCl, and 300 and 100 sucrose (Suc).
ability in licking during correct no-stop trials allowed us to confidently predict when the next lick would have occurred during a correct-stop trial (Fig. 3d) , providing an upper bound on when the mouse had reached a decision and appropriately changed behavior. This served as our estimate of reaction time for each correct-stop trial. To further ensure the integrity of our reaction-time measurements during correct-stop trials, we only used trials for analysis during each session when mice remained motivated to drink, as judged by high levels of performance during no-stop trials (Fig. 3e) . We used a criterion of 80% correct no-stop trials, measured in rolling 10 trial windows. As demonstrated in Figure 3e , trials (both stop and no-stop) that occurred after mice fell below the level of 80% correct no-stop trial performance were excluded from further analysis.
Taste-quality perception at the sensory-motor limits of gustation
To determine the resolution of our gustatory stop-signal task, we studied reaction times in mice trained to discriminate multiple concentrations of sucrose and NaCl, which are representative stimuli of the basic taste qualities sweet and salty (Katz et al., 2002b; Carleton et al., 2010) . Mice accurately identified the presence of salt with an average speed of ϳ275 ms, but were capable of correct decisions in a single lick, representing reaction times of ϳ100 ms (Fig. 4a) . Although the number of single-lick correctstop trials occurred with an average rate of 14.3% of total correctstop trials per session, this rate was significantly higher than the 1.7% average no-stop trial error rate per session ( p Ͻ 0.00001), indicating that the single-lick reaction times represent true decisions and not anticipatory guessing (Fig. 4b) . Therefore, our results demonstrate that mice are capable of correctly identifying salt from sugar at the sensory-motor limits of a single lick and that ϳ100 ms provides sufficient information in the gustatory system for accurate discrimination of these two basic taste qualities. Why, then, do mice display such variability in their timing of taste-quality perception in the task? Reaction times in controlled tasks are stochastic, with variability arising from multiple sources, including sensory and motor components of the decision-making process and drifts in an animal's attention and . Largely overlapping distributions indicate that sampling behavior was left largely unaffected by the stop-signal task. Mean Ϯ SD for LD and ILI for each condition are shown. Jitter, defined as the SD, generally decreased for LDs and ILIs after training in the stop-signal task, indicating that licking became slightly more precise with training. d, Raw lick data for a correct-stop trial demonstrating reaction-time measurement. Based on the distribution of ILIs from correct no-stop trials in c, the next absent lick on a correct-stop trial can be accurately estimated at an average of 62 ms from the end of the last recording lick (62 ms mean, solid gray line; dashed gray box indicates 95% confidence interval). This time interval was added to all reaction-time measurements on correct-stop trials. e, Example of a stop-signal task session in a well trained animal demonstrating how change in the animal's motivation is controlled for in reaction-time measurements. Only trials that occur when the animal is motivated to drink, defined by maintaining Ն80% correct no-stop trial performance in rolling 10 trial windows (outlined in black box), are used for data analysis. This ensures that the animal's performance during a correct-stop trial represents a decision and not simply unmotivated licking.
motivational state (Gold and Shadlen, 2007) . Given the strong correlation between thirst and the ability of mice to control licking when consuming liquid stimuli, we propose that variability in reaction times measured in our task is accounted for in part by changes in an animal's motivation and ability to control the motor sequence for generating licking. We assumed that, despite no changes in the rate of correct no-stop trials, mice became less thirsty as a session progressed, attaining better control over their licking behavior. To test this hypothesis, we plotted the reaction times for all individual correct-stop trials against their trial number in a session. As can be seen in Figure 4c , we found a significant negative correlation between reaction time and trial number, suggesting that, as mice progressed through a session, their ability to control licking increased. Most notably, the majority of singlelick correct-stop trials did not begin until the latter half of each session (Fig. 4c) . Consistent with these findings, we also observed a 46% decrease in average reaction time in the second half of each session (p Ͻ 0.00001; Fig. 4d ). We found a small but significant increase in the average ILI (3.82 Ϯ 0.81 ms, mean Ϯ SEM) between the first and second half of each session, suggesting that mice may have become slightly more conservative in their sampling behavior during the second half of each session, but not enough to explain the ϳ85 ms decrease in average reaction time. Overall, the data argue in favor of a motivational/motor origin for a significant amount of variability in reaction times and suggest that, despite occurring on only a small fraction of correct-stop trials, ϳ100 ms single-lick reaction times represent an accurate estimate of the minimum sensory processing time needed to make an appropriate decision between salty and sweet taste qualities in mice.
Discrimination speed is taste-quality dependent
With the knowledge that the gustatory stop-signal task can capture taste-quality discrimination at the maximum resolution of a single lick, we challenged mice to discriminate sucrose from other taste qualities using citric acid (sour) and quinine (bitter) stimuli as stop signals. Mice showed only small differences in their performance accuracy among salt, sour, and bitter taste qualities, but displayed a large difference in speed of taste-quality discrimination, with salt discrimination occurring ϳ100 ms faster than sour or bitter ( p Ͻ 0.0001; Fig. 5c ). This indicates that, compared with Mice can discriminate salt from sweet in a single lick (ϳ100 ms). a, Cumulative distribution of reaction times for correct-stop trials for mice discriminating between NaCl (stop) and sucrose (no-stop). Stimuli were 100 and 50 mM NaCl and 300 and 100 mM sucrose. The average reaction time was ϳ275 ms, but mice were capable of stopping their licking to NaCl in a single lick (arrow), with reaction times of ϳ100 ms, indicating that neural activity in this time window is sufficient for accurate taste-quality identification. b, Comparison of average rates of single-lick correct-stop trials and no-stop trial errors per session (mean Ϯ SEM). Mice performed significantly more single-lick correct-stop trials per session than no-stop trial errors, indicating that single-lick correct-stop trials reflect true decisions by the animal and not anticipatory guessing ( p Ͻ 0.00001, t test). c, Reaction times plotted against trial number show a significant negative correlation. This indicates that, as animals progressed further into a session, their reaction times became faster. This may be due to mice gaining more control over their licking behavior as they become less thirsty throughout a session. Most importantly, note the appearance of the majority of single-lick reaction times (arrow) toward the end of sessions. Single-lick reaction times, therefore, may represent the true sensory processing time needed to discriminate between NaCl and sucrose when motivation and motor control of licking are controlled for. d, Comparison of reaction times in the first versus the second half of sessions, demonstrating a 46% significant decrease in reaction time during the second half of sessions (mean Ϯ SEM, p Ͻ 0.00001, t test).
salt, mice require a full sampling cycle longer to accurately identify sour and bitter from sweet. We observed that mice required a minimum of two licks during correct-stop trials with bitter and sour stimuli (Fig. 5b) .
Detection task reveals large difference in speed of bitter perception
Differences in transduction cascades, stimulus intensity, and/or stimulus palatability most likely do not account for the significant differences in discrimination speeds between taste qualities seen in Figure 5 . To determine a potential mechanism underlying the differences in discrimination speeds, we next tested mice in a detection version of the stop-signal task using the same set of stop stimuli (salt, sour, and bitter), but using distilled water as the no-stop stimulus. Comparing the speeds of salt and sour detection, we observed the same general trend seen in the discrimination version of the task, with mice responding significantly faster to salt than sour stimuli ( p Ͻ 0.0001; Fig. 6c) , with a small but significant difference in overall task performance accuracy ( p Ͻ 0.001; Fig. 6a ). However, the most striking finding was performance in bitter detection. Unlike bitter versus sucrose discrimination, mice were unable to perform above chance levels when challenged to detect bitter stimuli from water (Fig. 6a,b) . There was no overall change in the animals' sampling behavior or motivation to engage in the task (Fig. 6b, top) and performance curves all trended toward chance levels during individual sessions (Fig. 6b) . Even when the decision phase and stimulus volume was increased (ϳ4 l, 10 licks in 1200 ms), mice still performed only at chance levels when challenged to detect 2 mM QHCl from distilled water (51.3 Ϯ 2.7% correct trials, mean Ϯ SEM).
These results were surprising given the aversive nature of quinine at the concentrations used in the task and because mice were capable of performing at high levels of accuracy during the quinine versus sucrose discrimination task (Fig. 5) . During the quinine versus sucrose discrimination task, mice must have exclusively used the absence of sucrose on stop trials as a cue to stop licking. We tested this assumption directly by using distilled water as the stop stimulus and 300 mM sucrose as the no-stop stimulus. Consistent with our hypothesis, the speed and accuracy of discriminating water from sucrose were both indistinguishable from discriminating quinine from sucrose ( p Ͼ 0.60; Fig. 7) . Because mice were using the absence of sucrose, the reaction times shown in Figure 7 provide an estimate of the speed of sweet detection, placing it near the same speed as sour detection.
Brief-access testing of quinine in head-restrained mice
Because quinine at the concentrations used in the stop-signal task cause large changes in animal drinking behavior (Grobe and Spector, 2008) , we wanted to ensure that the head-restrained mice used in our study were able to detect the presence of quinine. We developed a brief-access version of our paradigm using the same behavioral apparatus and water deprivation used in the stop-signal task. Head-restrained mice were given 3 s to freely drink from the multibarrel lick spout after the first lick on a trial was registered, with no decision phase or other task structure. On each trial, mice were given either distilled water or a single concentration of quinine that varied from session to session (0.1, 1, or 2 mM). Similar to the stop-signal task, a preformed ϳ2 l drop was used as the stimulus; however, each registered lick delivered an additional ϳ2 l drop of stimulus throughout the 3 s drinking interval. Therefore, in addition to significantly increased sampling time, mice were able to sample significantly more stimulus volume during the brief-access test. We measured the ratio of licking to quinine over water for each concentration of quinine. As expected, we found that the ratio of quinine licking dropped significantly in a concentration-dependent manner, indicating that head-restrained mice in the behavioral apparatus were capable of detecting the presence of quinine at concentrations used in the stop-signal task ( p Ͻ 0.01; Fig. 8a ). To estimate the amount of time required for mice to respond to the presence of quinine, we compared the average lick rate for water and quinine stimuli, moving in nonoverlapping 250 ms time windows (Fig. 8b,c) . We used the first time window of significant divergence in lick rate as an estimate of when the mice became aware of the presence of quinine. We found that, for both 1 and 2 mM concentrations of quinine, lick rate did not significantly diverge until ϳ750 ms ( p Ͻ 0.00001; Fig. 8b,c) . Because brief-access testing measures changes in licking due to taste preference, not quality per se, these results may not be directly comparable to the reaction times measured in our stop-signal task. However, combined with our evidence that mice were completely unable to detect quinine from water in the stop-signal task (Fig. 6) , the data overall lead to the conclusion that mice require substantially more sampling cycles for bitter perception than other taste qualities. Figure 5 . Quality-specific differences in speed of discrimination. a, Comparison of performance discriminating sucrose (no-stop) from different taste qualities (stop). Stop stimuli were 100 and 50 mM NaCl, 20 and 10 mM citric acid (CA), and 1 and 2 mM QHCl. Mice performed well with all stop-signal taste qualities, with a slight but significant difference between NaCl and QHCl performance ( p Ͻ 0.05, ANOVA). Data are plotted as mean Ϯ SEM. Dashed line denotes 50% chance performance level. b, c, Cumulative distributions and mean Ϯ SEM of reaction times for different stop-signal taste qualities. Mice discriminated salt from sucrose ϳ100 ms faster than citric acid or quinine from sucrose, which corresponds to a full sampling cycle longer for accurate identification of bitter and sour taste stimuli ( p Ͻ 0.001, ANOVA). Unlike NaCl, mice never responded accurately in a stop trial with citric acid or quinine in a single lick. Statistical significance between conditions is indicated by asterisks.
Because mice were unable to detect a single ϳ4 l drop of quinine during the extended stop-signal task (1200 ms decision phase, 51.3 Ϯ 2.7% correct performance), the brief-access results demonstrate that, in addition to extra sampling time, mice require more stimulus volume to respond to bitter stimuli compared with salty, sweet, and sour stimuli. This led us to hypothesize a peripheral mechanism underlying the substantial difference in the timing of perception of bitter compared with other taste qualities. For the remaining experiments, we focused specifically on salt and bitter stimuli because these two qualities had the largest difference in reaction times. Taste sensory information is relayed from the oral cavity to the brainstem via three separate nerves with anatomically distinct receptive fields. These taste nerves also have well documented differences in sensitivities to various taste qualities. The chorda tympani (CT), greater superficial petrosal (GSP), and glossopharyngeal (IX) all respond robustly to salt stimuli (Shingai and Beidler, 1985; Harada et al., 1997; Sollars and Hill, 1998; Danilova and Hellekant, 2003) ; however, the IXth nerve is far more sensitive to bitter compounds, including quinine, than either CT or GSP (Shingai and Beidler, 1985; Danilova and Hellekant, 2003) . Therefore, with the tip of the tongue innervated by CT and highly sensitive to salt, the mechanics of licking dictate that active sampling of a salt solution would stimulate this region simultaneously upon stimulus contact, whereas bitter solutions might require a significant delay to stimulate taste receptor cells in the posterior oral cavity. These posterior receptive fields could include taste buds in the anterior foliate papillae (innervated by the CT), taste buds on the soft palate (innervated by the GSP), and/or taste buds in posterior foliate papillae and in the circumvallate papilla (innervated by the IX; Spector and Travers, 2005) . Such a mechanism provides a parsimonious explanation for our discrimination and detection results (Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 ). Interestingly, Spector and colleagues provide convincing data in rat that elimination of the IX has little effect on bitter taste perception, but does influence gape responses and unconditioned licking to bitter stimuli (King et al., 1999; Markison et al., 1999; King et al., 2000; Geran and Travers, 2011) , suggesting that taste buds other than those innervated by IX carry bitter taste signals to the brain.
CT nerve is required for rapid salt perception
To test this peripheral mechanism, we cut the CT nerves bilaterally in mice that were trained in the gustatory stop-signal task. Our hypothesis was that the timing of NaCl perception would be . Mice cannot detect presence of bitter in stop-signal task. a, Performance (mean Ϯ SEM) in detection version of the gustatory stop-signal task (water as no-stop stimulus) for individual concentrations of different taste qualities used as stop stimuli. There were small but significant differences between 50 and 100 mM NaCl ( p Ͻ 0.01, ANOVA) and also between salt and sour taste qualities ( p Ͻ 0.001, ANOVA). The biggest difference in performance, however, was with bitter stimuli. Mice were unable to perform above 50% chance levels (dashed line), indicating that they could not detect the presence of 1 or 2 mM quinine in the decision phase of the stop-signal task ( p Ͻ 0.0000001, ANOVA). Asterisks denote all comparisons with significant differences between individual taste stimuli. b, Top, Example session results using 2 mM quinine as a stop stimulus. Similar to sessions with other taste qualities as stop stimuli, mice performed well on no-stop trials, indicating that there were no major changes in the animals' overall motivation or task participation. Licking behavior was similar for QHCl stop task compared with salt detection task (39 Ϯ 7 ms salt LD, 43 Ϯ 8 ms QHCl LD; 64 Ϯ 12 ms salt ILI, 67 Ϯ 18 ms QHCl ILI; mean Ϯ SD). Bottom, Individual cumulative performance curves for 1 and 2 mM sessions demonstrating that, throughout each session with bitter stimuli, performance of each animal hovered at chance levels (50%, dashed line). c, Cumulative reaction-time distributions for different concentrations of NaCl and citric acid (CA). Similar to the results in the discrimination version of the stop-signal task, salt detection was faster than sour detection ( p Ͻ 0.0001, ANOVA). d, Comparison of reaction times for all salt and sour stimuli used in the detection task (mean Ϯ SEM). Asterisks denote statistical significance for each comparison.
significantly longer than precut conditions, with little to no effect on the timing of bitter behavioral responses in the brief-access test version of the task. The results shown in Figures 9 and 10 are consistent with our hypothesis, showing a dramatic reduction in speed and performance of NaCl detection and discrimination compared with precut conditions and sham control animals ( p Ͻ 0.0001; Fig. 9 ) and no reduction in the speed of responding to bitter stimuli during brief access testing (Fig. 10) . Lick ratios to quinine were also not significantly affected after CT cuts, including reductions in lick ratios between 0.1, 1 and 2 mM QHCl (34% vs 31% reduction at 1 mM QHCl for precut vs CTx, p Ͼ 0.77, 49% vs 45% reduction at 2 mM QHCl for precut vs CTx, p Ͼ 0.44; Fig.  10 ). Moreover, CT cuts had almost no effect on licking behavior, indicating that the deficit in performance during NaCl identification was sensory and not motor in origin (Fig. 9g-i) .
Discussion
A novel taste-quality discrimination task in head-restrained mice was developed here to accurately capture the timing of tastequality perception during active sensing. Using this task, we demonstrated that certain taste qualities are perceived inherently faster than others and that licking, combined with the peripheral organization of the gustatory system, may set taste-qualityspecific limits on the speed of detection. Salt perception begins at the sensory-motor limits of a single lick and at a full sampling cycle faster than sour taste perception. Bitter taste perception was unique in requiring several sampling cycles and increased stimulus volume before behavioral responses appeared, clearly separating itself in time from all other taste qualities tested (for comparison, see Weiss and Di Lorenzo, 2012) . Overall, the results highlight the important role that active sensing plays in shaping taste-quality perception and temporal processing of gustatory information. Although our task design did not allow us to use sucrose as a stop stimulus, we were able to estimate the time required for mice to detect the absence of sucrose by using water as a stop stimulus (Fig. 7) . Our results indicate that, similar to sour, mice may require a full sampling cycle longer than salt to accurately detect the presence of sweet, but we cannot rule out that forcing mice to use reverse evidence (absence instead of presence of sucrose) to stop licking did not influence the speed of their decisions.
Recent studies using anesthetized preparations and alert animals have revealed a prominent role for dynamic temporal pro- . Brief-access test reveals that mice require ϳ500 -750 ms to detect bitter. a, Comparison of quinine/water lick ratios during 3 s brief-access testing for increasing concentrations of quinine (mean Ϯ SEM). Mice significantly reduced licking to both 1 and 2 mM quinine compared with 0.1 mM quinine, indicating that they could detect these concentrations of quinine that were used in the stop-signal task ( p Ͻ 0.01, ANOVA). b, c, Lick-rate comparisons for water and quinine stimuli using nonoverlapping 250 ms time windows. Data are plotted as mean Ϯ SEM. Mice did not begin to significantly change lick rate (denoted by asterisk) to quinine until 500 -750 ms after stimulus contact ( p Ͻ 0.00001, t test).
cessing of taste information in the brain, most likely enforced by the synaptic network organization of central gustatory structures, which have led to a dynamic coding hypothesis of taste quality (Katz et al., 2002a) . This study adds a new layer to the dynamic coding hypothesis, demonstrating that quality-related temporal information is actively shaped by the animal's sampling behavior at the periphery. Although the anatomical segregation and sequential activation of receptive fields during licking likely account for much of the difference seen in reaction times between taste qualities, other sources of peripheral processing, such as transduction cascades and complex synaptic dynamics among taste receptor cells and primary afferent neurons, may also contribute (Breza et al., 2010; Roper, 2013) . The results support and add important insights to previous work regarding the role of Figure 9 . CTx reduces the speed of salt perception. a, Performance discriminating NaCl from sucrose before and after CTx. Data plotted as mean Ϯ SEM. Mice showed a significant drop in performance accuracy after CTx ( p Ͻ 0.0001 ANOVA). Stimuli were 100 and 50 mM NaCl and 300 and 100 mM sucrose. b, c, Cumulative distributions and average reaction times for mice discriminating NaCl from sucrose before and after CTx. Mice showed a significant reduction in their speed of accurate discrimination after CTx ( p Ͻ 0.00001, ANOVA). Results in c are plotted as mean Ϯ SEM. d-f, Similar results were found for the NaCl detection version of stop-signal task after CTx, with mice showing a significant reduction in speed of NaCl detection at all concentrations tested. Asterisks denote significant change for each individual comparison ( p Ͻ 0.0001, ANOVA). g-i, Measurements of LD and ILI for before and after CTx showed little change (note overlap in distributions). We observed only small changes in LDs, with no changes in ILIs. Overall, the results demonstrate that the effect on speed of NaCl identification after CTx was sensory in origin and not motor.
peripheral nerves in taste-quality discrimination, especially the unique roles that nerves serving different parts of tongue and oral cavity play in signaling specific taste qualities (Spector et al., 1990; St John and Spector, 1998) .
Another important finding is our evidence that mice can identify and respond behaviorally to taste quality at the sensorymotor limits of a single lick. More than four decades have passed since Halpern and Tapper (1971) published their classic work on the timing of taste-quality perception. Since then, a number of studies have reported taste reaction times that have varied considerably, most likely due to task structure and stimulus delivery (Yoshida and Katz, 2011; Weiss and Di Lorenzo, 2012; Perez et al., 2013) . The ϳ100 ms reaction times measured here are remarkably fast, but it is important to recognize that these results do not imply that a complete "representation" for taste quality is contained in such a short time window. Instead, our results provide insight into when the codes for particular taste-quality categories diverge significantly enough for mice to accurately identify their difference. In addition, the results from the detection version of our task show that the onset of taste coding, relative to licking, is strongly taste-quality dependent. Because of the inherent difficulty in assigning any coding strategy to behavioral observations, we cannot conclude that temporal coding is used directly to generate the taste-quality-specific differences in the timing of decisions measured by our task. Given this constraint, however, we believe that the detection task results (i.e., the detection of the presence of specific taste qualities over water) provide a compelling argument that latency coding, with licking serving as a reference signal, may provide a robust and unique source of information regarding taste-quality identity during active sensing. In other words, whereas the ϳ100 ms immediately proceeding a single lick of salt may not provide a complete representation of salt, the onset of salt coding in that window of time could provide the animal with enough information to accurately conclude that the stimulus is not sour, bitter, or sweet. Further experiments combining reaction-time tasks that can accurately capture the speed of taste guided decisions during active sampling, such as the gustatory stop-signal task, with physiological recordings will help to shed more light on the role of latency and timing in taste-quality coding.
As (Fig. 8 ), mice displayed a significant drop in licking to increasing concentrations of quinine ( p Ͻ 0.01, ANOVA). Importantly, we observed that the timing of lick rate change relative to water was as fast or even faster in response to 1 and 2 mM quinine after CTx compared with precut conditions, indicating the CTx did not hinder the speed of bitter perception, consistent with our hypothesis. Results are plotted as mean Ϯ SEM. Asterisks indicate statistical significance at p Ͻ 0.05. Differences in lick rates in 250 ms windows were compared using t tests.
information are contained within a single lick, even in central gustatory structures far removed from the mouth (Stapleton et al., 2006) . Recordings from gustatory cortex of awake rats consistently show stimulus-induced responses within 100 ms of delivery (Katz et al., 2001 (Katz et al., , 2002b , with some studies finding sufficient information for stimulus discrimination in population responses in Ͻ150 ms (Stapleton et al., 2006 (Stapleton et al., , 2007 . The specific neural circuitry and mechanism underlying a mouse's ability to transform gustatory sensory information into a change in behavior on such a rapid time scale awaits further study. However, recent work indicating that the gustatory system does not quietly wait for the arrival of sensory evidence seems especially relevant in light of findings presented here. Multielectrode recordings in rats trained to associate auditory cues with specific taste stimuli show that these cues can activate taste-specific neurons in an anticipatory manner, speeding up their responses to gustatory stimuli (Samuelsen et al., 2012) . In addition, rats can actively control the prestimulus activity of gustatory cortical neurons in a taskdependent fashion, sharpening taste selectivity and improving discriminatory coding (Yoshida and Katz, 2011) . Based on this evidence for prestimulus priming of activity, it is reasonable that the decision to initialize and execute a motor command for licking may also engage these sensory networks, enabling rapid processing of relevant sensory information for decision making. Indeed, licking has been shown to synchronize activity across cortical gustatory structures during decision-making, providing "top-down" processing on incoming sensory information . Combined with the "bottom-up" processing at the periphery shown in our results, licking may provide a crucial reference signal for coordinating the multimodal and dynamic components of gustation necessary for rapid and accurate discrimination. Although our results show that latency coding may play a role in taste-quality detection, they also suggest a role for neural identity. Evidence for and against a spatial code for taste quality exists, but there is particularly strong evidence that bitter taste may be unique and spatially segregated from other quality representations (Travers et al., 1987; King et al., 1999; Geran and Travers, 2006; Chen et al., 2011) . Our results demonstrating that bitter is the only taste quality that mice cannot detect during our rapid stop-signal task and that bilateral CT cuts produce deficits in the speed of salt discrimination with little change in bitter perception support the notion that bitter-specific information may reside in distinct nerve fibers separate from other taste qualities. Active sensing, therefore, may provide a robust mechanism to optimize the separation of taste-quality information in both the spatial and temporal coding domains. However, this does not imply that bitter taste perception is driven entirely by one specific nerve (e.g., the glossopharyngeal) or pathway. The behavioral consequences to gustatory nerve transection are not always straightforward (Spector and Glendinning, 2009) , and must be interpreted with some caution. Although our results do not necessarily assign the detection of specific taste qualities solely to specific nerves, the data from CT ablation shown in Figure 9 suggest that salt perception most likely begins at the tip of the tongue, and is therefore concomitant with licking, whereas bitter perception may not begin until multiple sampling cycles have allowed stimulus access to other receptive fields beyond the anterior tongue. Regardless, the dramatic differences seen in the timing of detection between sodium and bitter from water indicate that the gustatory system may make use of latency coding (relative to licking) for accurate quality discrimination.
The gustatory stop-signal task also adds to the growing body of literature using head-restrained mouse behavioral paradigms for studying sensory processing (Komiyama et al., 2010; Smear et al., 2011) . Although head restraint has been used by others for studying taste in rodents (Nakamura and Norgren, 1993; Katz et al., 2001; Samuelsen et al., 2012) , our task differs significantly in stimulus delivery and in the ability to measure taste guided decisions with high temporal resolution. In addition, the use of mice provides the application of powerful genetic approaches for cell-specific targeting and manipulation during active tasting. We anticipate that the gustatory stop-signal task in head-restrained mice will allow the application of a wider range of new tools for studying taste coding and perception in alert and discriminating animals.
